Advances in Modelling and Prediction on the Impact of Human Activities and Extreme Events on Environments
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Abstract: Fast urbanization and industrialization have progressively caused severe impacts on mountainous, river, and coastal environments, and have increased the risks for people living in these areas. Human activities have changed ecosystems hence it is important to determine ways to predict these consequences to enable the preservation and restoration of these key areas. Furthermore, extreme events attributed to climate change are becoming more frequent, aggravating the entire scenario and introducing ulterior uncertainties on the accurate and efficient management of these areas to protect the environment as well as the health and safety of people. In actual fact, climate change is altering rain patterns and causing extreme heat, as well as inducing other weather mutations. All these lead to more frequent natural disasters such as flood events, erosions, and the contamination and spreading of pollutants. Therefore, efforts need to be devoted to investigate the underlying causes, and to identify feasible mitigation and adaptation strategies to reduce negative impacts on both the environment and citizens. To contribute towards this aim, the selected papers in this Special Issue covered a wide range of issues that are mainly relevant to: (i) the numerical and experimental characterization of complex flow conditions under specific circumstances induced by the natural hazards; (ii) the effect of climate change on the hydrological processes in mountainous, river, and coastal environments, (iii) the protection of ecosystems and the restoration of areas damaged by the effects of climate change and human activities.
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1. Introduction

During the last few decades, urbanization, which refers to an increase in population and the amount of industrialization of a settlement, has become one of the dominant forms of landscape disturbance [1]. Over the years, more people are moving from rural to urban areas, increasing their
density and inducing continuous land changes that indirectly inflict many unwanted consequences such as land insecurity [2,3], worsening water quality [4], poor air quality [5,6], and adverse hydrological processes [7–9] and local ecosystems [10,11]. The impacts of anthropogenic development have affected over 75% of Earth’s land surface [12] and recent studies have confirmed that urbanization has also had an impact on precipitation rates, increasing their spatial variability and intensification [13,14].

Climate interacts to influence the quantity and quality of Earth’s environment, aggravating the entire scenario [15–17]. Extreme events are becoming more frequent and their consequences are spreading worldwide. Due to a rise in sea levels, which are expected to increase by between 0.07 and 0.12 m during the 21st century [18], communities living near coastal areas are facing potential multi-hazard threats. Furthermore, due to the increased extreme rainfall events, both urban and rural catchments are subject to continuous risks of flooding [19], where properties can be inundated and, in combination with the critical events and geographical characteristics such as steep slopes and proximity of houses near mountainous rivers, human losses caused by the landslides and debris flows can be escalated [20–24]. About 3.8 million km$^2$ and 790 million people in the world are living in relatively high exposure to at least two hazards, while about 0.5 million km$^2$ and 105 million people to three or more hazards (e.g., floods, droughts, tropical storms, earthquakes, volcanoes, and landslides), according to a report of the World Bank on the main hotspots of natural hazards [25]. Considering the variety of effects and areas at risk, climate change is likely to further increase community exposure to multiple risks, affecting the magnitude, frequency, and spatial distribution of hazardous and disastrous events [25,26].

Dated back in 2012, governments had established a set of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that were integrated into the follow-up of Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) after their 2015 deadline. SDG 13 considers both adaptation and mitigation to climate change and targets at strengthening resilience, improving monitoring, and integrating measures into local and national planning policies [27]. Additionally, SDG 11 aims at making cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable [28].

To contribute to filling the needs identified within these SDGs, this Special Issue aimed at gathering the latest developments in advanced numerical and experimental modeling and other technologies, to provide a better understanding of the specific phenomena associated with natural disasters, and to predict and evaluate changes in river, coastal, and mountainous environments induced by extreme events and human activities. The articles published within this Special Issue aimed to aid local and national authorities on the design and implementation of mitigation strategies, thus providing tools that could secure a more accurate management of their environmental areas.

2. Summary of this Special Issue

Climate change has caused a transformation in the rainfall patterns, and the rainfall amount and intensity had a great impact on the hydrological dynamics across the world. To investigate this impact of climate change in karst regions, which are widely distributed in southwest China, Li et al. [29] have conducted experimental work to identify close relationship between subsurface and underground fissure flows with various rainfall intensities and bedrock degrees. Results obtained from this study have confirmed that under light rainfall conditions (30 mm h$^{-1}$), the hydrological processes observed were typical of Dunne overland flows; however, under moderate (60 mm h$^{-1}$) and high (90 mm h$^{-1}$) rainfall conditions, the hydrological processes were typical of Horton overland flows [29].

Climate change and catchment modification induced by human activities are the main drivers, and play a significant role worldwide in the dramatic variation of water levels in lakes. A case study on Qinghai Lake, the largest inland saline lake on the Tibetan Plateau, was presented by Fang et al. [30] and the meteorological and land use data collected between 1960 and 2016 have been analyzed to investigate the effect of climate change and human activities on this lake. Results obtained have demonstrated that the water level of Qinghai Lake declined between 1960 and 2004, and since then has risen continuously and gradually, due to changes in evaporation, precipitation, and consequent surface
runoff associated with climate changes and catchment modifications. Moreover, the changes in rainfall patterns and magnitudes generated by climate change may have also had an effect on runoff and soil erosion processes. Ran et al. [31] have conducted a study aiming to understand how various rainfall patterns (constant, increasing, decreasing, rising–falling, and falling–rising) affect these processes, with a particular focus on the slopes with a wide range of gradients (5° to 40°) and length scales (25 m to 200 m). Results have identified a critical slope, 15°, which was independent of the rainfall pattern and slope length. However, it has been found that the critical slope of soil erosion amounts decreased from 35° to 25°, with an increasing projective slope length [31].

The increase of sediment erosions induced by higher rainfall intensities, together with the effects caused by human activities related to the deforestation and expansion of farmland, have recently been considered as a major issue for the normal functionality of dams and river embankments [32]. These engineering structures are important assets that need to be regularly checked because they could generate significant damages to the surrounding environment as well as to the people living in nearby areas once they fail. Multiple papers have been submitted on this topic within this Special Issue.

Check dams were numerically investigated by Tang et al. [33] To support the development of future planning and management strategies in terms of soil and water conservation, the hydrologic response changes and the sedimentary processes caused by a check dam system were simulated [33], and the results showed that a check dam can significantly alter water redistribution in the catchment and influence the groundwater table in different periods. Furthermore, Tang et al. [34] investigated the influences of filled check dams with six different deployment strategies in a Loess Plateau catchment and compared them with the no-dam and real scenarios. The results showed that the filled check dams were still able to effectively reduce the flood peak (Q_p) by 31% to 93% under different deployment strategies.

Dam as well as embankment failures can also be caused by the process of internal erosion. To date, various types of internal erosion have been identified: concentrated leak erosion, contact erosion, backward erosion, and suffusion. Suffusion constitutes a major threat to the foundation of a dam, and its likelihood is usually determined by the internal stability of soils and the interaction of soil particles with seepage flows. A study was presented by Feng et al. [35], where a numerical model was developed to simulate the suffusion process, thus assessing the internal stability of the dam. Results have confirmed that the suffusion effect is closely related to the specific grain size distribution of the soils [35].

Flooding due to dam break has potentially disastrous consequences and multiple studies have been conducted to replicate the hydrodynamics of this phenomenon [36–38]. Due to frequent field events during the last decade, it is becoming increasingly important to understand the key physics behind the dam break. Thanks to the latest advances in the use of high performance computing techniques to accelerate the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes, it is now possible to simulate the natural hazards associated with the rapidly varied flows of both water and dense granular mixtures, together with the sediment erosion and bed load transport [39,40]. Due to its Lagrangian nature, the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method has been used to solve a variety of fluid-dynamic processes with highly nonlinear features such as debris flow, wave breaking and impact, multi-phase mixing, jet impact, flooding and tsunami inundation, and fluid–structure interactions [41]. For example, Wu et al. [41] applied the SPH method to solve two-dimensional Shallow Water Equations (SWEs), and the solution proposed was validated against two open-source case studies of a dry-bed dam break and another dam break with a rectangular obstacle downstream. In addition to the improvement and optimization of the numerical algorithm, a CPU-OpenMP parallel computing technique was also implemented to enhance the model performance.

In this Special Issue, the SPH method was also vigorously applied to investigate another cause of the natural disaster, i.e., debris flows, which are characterized by high density, impact force and destructiveness, and complexity of the materials they are made of [42]. The numerical simulations involved three different soil configurations and the results obtained by applying the modifications included into the SPH model clearly demonstrated that the configuration where fine and coarse
particles are fully mixed, with no specific layering, produced more fluctuations and instability of the debris flow. This SPH modeling work has provided a better understanding on the mechanism of intermittent debris flows [42].

Another study was also presented on the SPH method applied to simulate liquid sloshing in a 2D tank with water jet flows as presented by Jiang et al. [43]. The study compared the liquid sloshing under different conditions to analyze the effects of excitation frequency and water jet on the impact pressures. Results obtained firstly confirmed the applicability of the SPH method to accurately replicate these features and, secondly, demonstrated that the water jet flows can significantly affect the impact pressures on the wall caused by the violent sloshing [43].

To protect residential areas from the river flooding, embankments are usually constructed as a defense. If well constructed, these riverside embankments can be relatively effective in stopping the water spilling onto the adjacent lands. These structures are equally a very good benefit to the wildlife habitat (e.g., species-rich grassland or riparian woodland). However, being similar to the dam-break, the failure of these systems can also lead to devastating and fatal consequences.

To address this knowledge gap, a study was published in this Special Issue where a numerical simulation was conducted to investigate the failure processes of a homogeneous embankment due to the flow overtopping [44]. The good agreement between experimental and numerical results confirmed the accuracy of the employed numerical approach based on a double-point two-phase material point method (MPM) considering the water–soil interactions and seepage effects [44]. Within the same river environment, sediment erosions can occur on the riverbed, on the side-bank of the river and even on some local areas, such as those around the piers that are built along the river to support the bridges. Pandey et al. [45] conducted experiments to analyze the maximum equilibrium between the scour depth and the scour process in an armored streambed. It was found that the variation of the maximum dimensionless scour depth with the dimensionless armor particle size depends on the densimetric particle Froude number ($F_{r,50}$). Sediments are eroded and transported by the water along the river and their deposition, suspension and transport are regulated and continuously modified by the turbulence and other flow structures [45]. To provide better understanding on the coupled effects of sediment inertia and stratification on the pattern of secondary current in bend-flows, a study was published by Yang et al. [46] to evaluate a full 3D numerical model. The sediment inertia effect, as well as the stratification effect induced by the non-uniform distribution of suspended sediments, was accounted for by adopting the hydrodynamic equations without the Boussinesq approximation. The numerical results demonstrated that sediment stratification effects enhanced the intensity of secondary flow via reducing the eddy viscosity, while the sediment inertia effects suppressed it [46]. On the other hand, the sediments may be in contact with the emergent vegetation across the river, which also play an important role in affecting the turbulence, velocity pattern, resistance, and sediment transport, with consequent morphological changes. A well-conducted review on the hydrodynamics of free surface flows in an emergent vegetated channel was presented by Maji et al. [47]. The authors have highlighted the progresses in a wide range of field, laboratory, and numerical investigations on the turbulent flow within different emergent vegetation, and focused on the vegetation-induced flow field, velocity distribution, and structure and drag effects [47]. This review is beneficial for the local and national authorities in charge of restoring the river environments and implementing the strategies for the attenuation of river flooding.

Rivers and lakes are the environments that provide a complex interaction among dissimilar water resources, which can be affected by both climate change and human activities, and they are rich of various ecosystems. A study provided by Ma et al. [48] focused on the ecosystem services in Dongting Lake area, investigating snail control and schistosomiasis prevention, water yield, soil conservation, and carbon storage. They evaluated plenty of data collected between 2005 and 2015 by using ArcGIS 10.2 and InVEST models [48]. This study has confirmed that the evapotranspiration, precipitation, soil erodibility, and rainfall erosivity significantly influenced some of the ecosystem services in the study area. Nevertheless, to implement satisfactory management strategies in these environments,
it is necessary to fully understand the magnitude of the flows, and their duration and frequency, because these could have a huge impact on the ecological water demand. To further analyze these features, Zhou et al. [49] created a multi-scale coupled ecological dispatching model based on the decomposition-coordination principle, where they considered the multi-scale features of the ecological water demand. Results showed that the degree of hydrologic alteration of small-scale ecological flow regimes and the daily stream flows can be accurately predicted by their proposed model, demonstrating the impact of hydrologic alterations on the reliability of the water supply [49].

Hydrodynamic modelling is also one of the most relevant challenges in marine and ocean engineering for protecting the coastal areas from erosion and flooding [50], as well as identifying the sources of energy that could be generated by the specific wave conditions. In this Special Issue, the popular mesh-free SPH method was applied to investigate the flow behavior inside and outside a porous structure under continuous wave actions [51]. To construct an accurate and efficient model, a unified set of flow equations was solved for both the porous flow region and the outside free flow region, with the interface boundary condition being automatically satisfied. The SPH simulations have been used to analyze the flow structures near the porous obstacle, with a focus on the longitudinal and vertical velocity distributions in the complex vortex and eddy areas. The study provided an innovative insight into the mathematical modelling of fluid–structure interactions (FSI) in a practical coastal environment [51].

Oceans are subjected to a very challenging environment, because they are characterized by a variety of wave conditions, from freak to tsunami waves. Therefore, Xu et al. [52] conducted an experimental work aiming to better understand the generation and mechanism of those extreme waves, as well as their potential hydrodynamic loads on the floating or fixed ocean structures in extreme sea environments. In this study, a series of focusing waves based on the two newly proposed wave amplitude spectra (i.e., QCWA and QCWS spectra) were tested in a physical wave tank, demonstrating that different spectra can lead to different wave crest elevations and locations. The spectral analysis results showed that the wave nonlinearity also plays an important role in the focusing wave generation for one type of the spectrum, whereas the redistribution of wave energy in the input frequency range significantly affects the focusing wave generation for another type of the spectrum. In addition, Jin et al. [53] presented a 2D numerical model to investigate the vortex-induced vibrations (VIVs) for a submerged floating tunnel (SFT) with different Reynolds numbers (Re), by solving the incompressible viscous Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations in the frame of the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) approach. The computational results showed that the Re numbers have a great influence not only on the vibration amplitude and the lock-in region, but also on the force coefficient on the SFT. Then it was further concluded that when the size of SFT is small, or when the flow velocity action on the structure is slow, the force coefficient and the lock-in region are relatively large, while when the size is large or when the velocity is fast, these key parameter values are relatively small [53].

Last but not the least, aligned with the modern needs to identify renewable energy/energy efficiency and expand energy access, Yu et al. [54] focused on wind turbines and the effect of turbine blade deformations with relevant lifespan issues. The developed technique combined the actuator line model (ALM) with a beam solver for use in the wind turbine blade design. A popular open source code, OpenFOAM, was used to investigate the performance of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory 5 MW wind turbine in terms of its power, thrust, and blade tip displacement, leading to insights on the negative influences of tower shadow effect on the power production. The well-calibrated model has been found to be capable of obtaining acceptable predictions on a range of wind turbine parameters for practical purposes.

Besides, it is worth mentioning that other state-of-the-art numerical schemes are also being developed by the same research group aiming to improve the applicability of the mesh-free methods in coastal and ocean engineering, including the recent benchmark works on implementing the Taylor series consistency principle to treat the pressure gradient term in 3D Navier-Stokes equations [55]
and developing the advanced macroscopic equations of mass and momentum for the interaction at an interface of flow with porous media [56].

3. Conclusions

This Special Issue has covered a wide range of contemporary issues on the impacts to the environments generated by global climate changes and human activities. The studies in this Special Issue provide timely inputs into growing needs across the world. Due to the continuously changing circumstances, future trends in the management of mountainous, river, and coastal environments will need to be dynamic processes based on adaptive management. Consequently, it is a priority to keep assessing whether the existing management approaches are still effective in response to the increasing interactions between the environments, the land use, and climate change on the global stage.

Further research should focus on understanding the responses of environments under the influence of climate change and human activities separately, as well as their combined effects, in order to develop more robust adaptation strategies and policies for environmental protection, planning, and management. Decision-makers need to have effective tools to better predict the causes of these natural hazards as well as the impacts that they can inflict onto environments. Policy-makers should then direct significant efforts to shape their guidelines towards a more sustainable societal progress including both the protection of the environment and the restoration of the areas that have been damaged by climate change and anthropogenic development; indeed, excessive deforestation or installation of dams with improper regulation could lead to negative impacts of a similar magnitude to those caused by climate change.

Targeting solutions to adapt to climate change and human impact could also lead to an improvement of the quality of life across the world. For example, to tackle urban, coastal, and river flooding, living communities can be more wisely managed by expanding green spaces that could help reduce flood risks and attenuate the peak flows. At the same time, these green areas could also serve as recreational spaces that contribute to human health and well-being, and could help improve local biodiversity. It is imperative to note that uncertainties should always be included so as not to underestimate the adverse impacts on the environments and there should always be frequent communications among stakeholders on a global scale to nurture the exchange of knowledge towards more joint collaborations.
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